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The aim of the paper is to prove a theorem about the existence
of an approximate solution to an abstract nonlinear nonlocal Cauchy
problem in a Banach space. The right-hand side of the nonlocal
condition belongs to a locally closed subset of a Banach space. The
paper is a continuation of papers [1], [2] and generalizes some results
from [3].
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1. INTRODUCTION

In papers [1] and [2], theorems about the existence and uniqueness of solutions of

abstract nonlinear nonlocal Cauchy problems in Banach spaces were considered. To obtain

those results, the Banach theorem about the fixed point and the method of semigroups were

used. The aim of this paper is to construct an approximate solution to an abstract nonlinear

nonlocal Cauchy problem in a Banach space under the assumptions that the right-hand side of

the differential equation does not satisfy any kind of the Lipschitz condition and under the

assumption that the right-hand side of the nonlocal condition belongs to a locally closed subset

of a Banach space. To prove the main result of the paper, a modification of a method used by

Lakshmikantham and Leela (see [3], Section 2.6) is applied. To modify the approach by

Lakshmikantham and Leela, we construct a special locally closed subset of a Banach space.

The paper, analogously as in [1] and [2], can be applied in physics.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

Let E be a Banach space with norm il" II and let

whereaEEandp>0.

To find an approximate solution for the Cauchy nonlocal problem considered in the

paper we shall need the following:

Assumption (A1): F is a such subset of E that for each a:o E F there exist numbers

(0,c) and e (0, r), and there exists a sequence {x} C Fo\{Zo}, where

Fo: = F t’l B(zo, r),

such that

(i) Fo is closed in E; (1)
i+1(ii) II Zo I! -< !1 o II <_ II 0 II for all 1,2,...; (2)

(iii) II -- :o II o; (3)

(iv) [I :o- =o II < for = 1,2,... (4)

It is easy to see that a subset F of a Banach space E satisfying Assumption (A1) must

be a locally closed set.

Now, we shall give two examples.

Example 1: Let E = R2 with the Euclidian norm and let F = R x (0,c], where c

is a positive real number. Choose an arbitrary point x0 = (Xo,Xo2) from F and choose a

number r satisfying the condition 0 < r < x02. Next, choose a number e such that

0 < < r < %2 and define a sequence {x}= 1, where x = (Xl,X2) (i = 1,2,...), by the

formula

Since

and

e (i = 1 2,...).Xl =xOl and a:2: =z02-i:i

0<Zo2-i+l <zo2-i2 <zo2 (i=I,2,...),

e (i=1 2..)II :- :o II = +-i
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then the sequence {x}= given by (5) satisfies conditions (2), (3) and (4). Additionally, the

set, (R x (0, c])f’l B(x0, r is closed in E. Consequent,ly, sets E and F from this example satisfy

Assumption (A1) and, therefore, there exists a nonempty class of subsets F of a Banach space

E such that Assumption (A1) is satisfied.

Example 2: Let E = R2 with the Euclidian norm and let

F=(-cx,0]x(-cx,0]. It is easy to see that for each x0EF there exists a r>0 such that

condition (1) from Assumption (A1) holds, but for Xo=(0,0 there is not a sequence

{x}}= C F0\{x0} such that conditions (2)-(4) from Assumption (A1) hold simultaneously.

Consequently, there exists a locally closed subset of E such that conditions (2)-(4) do not hold

for this subset. Therefore, to find aa approximate solution for the nonlocal problem considered

in the paper, it will be necessary to use Assumption (A) in the next section.

In Section 3, under Assumption (A1) and under some assumptions concerning a

function f and the constants to, T and k, an approximate solution for the following abstract

nonlocal Cauchy problem

x’(t) f(t,z(t)), [to, o + T],

to) + kz( o+ T) = zo F

is .st‘udied.

3. TIIEOR.EM ABOUT APPROXIMATE SOLUTION

Theorem 1: Let E a B,ac spc it no I1" II aad tt o be n

arbitrary fixed element of a subset F of space E satisfying Assumption (A1). Assume,

additionally, that

(A2) k is a constant satisfying the condition

(A3)

(A4)

(A)
(A)

0< Ikl < "-

f C([to, o + To]x F,E), where o is a real constant and TO is a real positive

constant.

IIf(t,:)ll <- M fo (t,:)[to, 0+To]F0, where M is a constant

satisfying the inequality M > 1.
II o IIT: =mi,{Zo,(- I1) M I&l).

lira inf d(x+hf(t,z),F)=0 for(t z)[to, to+To]xF
h--O +
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(AT) F. = {a Fo: o -"
k E F (i = 1,2,...), lint inf II a / hf(to,,,)- II o

h--,,O +
x)-l-a x’-l- x"and lira inf I] k’ + hf t, a.)

h--.o+ :- II =0 for rE(to, to+T],

(i = 2, 3,...)} .
(As) {e,,}n1 is a sequence of numbers belonging to the interval (0, 1) and satisfying

the condition lira = O.

Then, for each natural n, problem (6) has ,,,-approximate solution x,,(t) on [to, o + T]
into B(Zo, r such that the following conditions hold:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

()

n in [to, o + T] such thatThere is a sequence {t }i =o
n n <n (i= 2, ..) andlim =to+T,O =to, -t_l_

z,,(to) E F., :cn(to) + kz,,(t) = z E Fo\{Zo}, (i 1,2,...), zn(to) + kzn(to + T)
= =o e Fo ,,,,d II =.(t) =,,(.)II _< M It fo t,. [to, to + T],

xn(tT) Fo and z,,(t) is linear on [ti_ ],ti (i 1,2,...),
" the,, II (t) f( " "iftE(ti-], zn (i= 9 .),ti-I =i-a)ll 5’,, ,-,..

if (t,u)[t’_,t;’]xFo, wit Ilu-=,,(t’_x)ll <_M(t’-t’_x),
II/(t, u)- f(t’_ , z,,(t’_ ))II _< e,, (i = ,,...).

then

Proof: Let n be an arbitrary fixed natural number. We shall construct sequences

zn(t and {tT}c= o by induction on i.

First, we shall construct en-approximate solution xn(t on [to, t]. For this purpose let

o. -to (7)

and let zn(to) be an arbitrary chosen fixed element on F., i.e.,

:n(tO) E Fo and :o :n(to)
k eF(i=l,2,...),

and

lira
h--O +

i,=y II =,,(to) + hf(to, Zn(to) z Zn(tO): !1=0

lira inf IIh__O+ "-k + hf(t, =:-’ =.(to)) = =:.(to)
: .:. il =o

for E (to, o + T] (i = 2, 3,...).

This choice of Zn(tO) is possible according to Assumption (A.r).

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

Next, choose
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such that 6] is the largest number such that the following conditions hold:

and

() ’_< T,

(hi) if (5 [to, o + 6] and y (5 Fo with II y- .(to)II _< MS then II $(t,U)-
f(to, z,(to)) It <_

d(z.(to) + 6],f(to, x.(to)),F < 2"1’(c)

(d) II ,,(to) + ’Y(to, ,,(to))
The above choice is possible, by the fact that f (SC([to, to+To]xF, E), according to

Assumption (A6)and by (Sb).

Now, define

and

t? to-k 5? (10)

. :-:.(to)
z.(t )- : (ii)

Since 6 > 0, then, from (10), t > o and, consequently, by (7), (9)and (10), condition (i)
holds for = 1.

Moreover, by (l l) and (Sa),

xn(tr) (5 F. (12)

Additionally, from (dl) and from (10)-(12),

II ,,(to)/ (t’ to)/(to, .(to) .(t’)II <_ ,,,(t?- to). (13)

Next, define

.(t) = :.(t?)- :,:(to
ti- o )(t to) + Zn(tO) for (5 [to, t?]. (14)

If t, s (5 [to, t], then by (14) and (13), by the umption that {en} C (0, I), and by

Aumption (A4)

il .(t) =.() II < II .(t)- .(to) II
t o

_< [11 :(to, =.(to))II + ,.]It-

_< [11 f(to, Xn(tO))II + tilt- s
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<_MIt--s l, (15)

which shows that x,,(t) satisfies the Lipschitz condition on [to, t’ ]. This together with (8a),

(11) and Assumption (At) means that condition(i/) holds for = 1.

Now, we will show that Xn(t’)E Fo.

(15), (10) and (at),

For this purpose observe that from (11), (4),

<_ M(t’ to) / I/1 II =.(t=) II +
<_ MT + I1 II (t’)II + e. (16)

Simultaneously, by (11),

il .(to)II _< II ao II + I/1 !1 .(t=) II (17)

and, by (15), (10)and

II .(t?) .(to) II MT.

Consequently,

II ,.(t?) II __< MT + il ’.(to) II (18)

Therefore, from (18) and (17),

II ,,(t’)II _< MT + II =’ II + I/l il .(t=) II-
Hence, by Assumption (A2)

MT+ IIx’llII=,.(t’)il _< i1
Then, from (16), (19), (2)and from Assumption (As),

MT + II IIII.(t?)-oll _< MT+ Ikl i2:lkl +’

(19)

M T+t-ll z-I -II=ll/e

M T+-< l=- I,1 i ="i/i II =’o II +

<-l--I&l (l’-I&l)-- II o II ]M I1 +------Ikl
1--I1 !1=oll +e
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Consequently, by (12), (20) and by the definition of F0, :,,(t)(5 Fo. This, together with (14),

means that (iii) holds for = 1.

If (5 (to, t’(), then z’(t) exists and hence, from (14) and (13),

II f(to,,,(to))- ;,(t)II _< ,,,.
Hence condition (iv) holds for (5 (to, t).

Finally, if/- then condition (v) is a consequence of condition (bl).

Assu,ne now that /is a fixed natural number belonging to N\{1}, z,,(t) is defined on

[t0, tin_l], where ti__<to+T, and conditions (i)-(v) of the thesis of Theorem hold on

[to, t?_ a]. Analogously, as in the proof of Theorem for = 1, choose 6’ E [0, e,,] such that 6
is the largest number satisfying the conditions:

(i)

()

(ci)
and

(di)

t?_ + ,5 <_ to+T
if t(5[t?_l, ti_l+di] and y(sFo with

!1 f(t,y)- f(t?_ , z,,(t?_ 1))II
d(z.(tT_ ) + 6Tf(t

_
:,x,,(tT_ )),F) i’

,, ,,(t0)
ti-l’ i- 1))’- k

Since 6? > 0 and x- xn(to)
k (5 F, then let

II y- .(t’.. )II _< M6, then

,,. n ,, (21)ti ti- + 6i

and

k

ti-)(t-ti_)+x,,(t_a) for [ti_l,t?].,,(t) ,,(t ,,( "
I1

11

-t_ (23)

Using an argument similar to the first part of the proof we obtain properties (i)-(v) of

the thesis of Theorem for t(5[to, t?]. Particularly, if t, se[t_l,t] then by (23), (22),

(21), (di) by the assumption that {en} C (0, 1), and by Assumption (A4)
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_<MIt-l. (4)

This shows that z,,(t) satisfies the Lipschitz condition on [ti_l,t ]. Therefore, to prove the

Lipschitz condition on [to, t], it is enough to prove this condition for

(25)

Since

=.(t)-- =.()II _< II =.()-- =,,(t:’_ )II + II =.(_ )-- .()I!

< M(ti_ t) + M(s- _) = M(s- ) = M I- s

for t,s satisfying (25), then z,(t)satisfies the Lipschitz condition on It0, t].

To show that z., i) S Fo, observe that, from (22) and (4), from (’2.4) for , s [t0, t?]
and from (21)and (ai),

II ,,(t;’)-- =o II _< MT + kl II zn(t’) I] + e. (26)

But, by (22),

(27)

" (2 d(a)Simultaneously from (24) for t, s [to, ], 1) an

II .(;*)II MT + II =.(o)II. (28)

Therefore, by (28) and (27),

II =:.(t?)II _< MT + II =: II / I/1 II =.(?)II.
Hence, from Assumption (A2),

MT + II 0 II

Then, by (26), (29), (2)and Assumption (As)
MT + II o II

(29)

(30)

Consequently, from the fact that zn(t)E F, from (30) and from the definition of

FO, zn(t) E Fo.
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Arguing as in [3] (see [3], Section 2.6), we have that

and then

7") ti,, ,,(t:’).

Therefore, there is an en-approximate solution z,,(t) on [to, to+T into B(:o,r such that

conditions (i)-(v) from the thesis of Theorem hold.

Theorem 2: Suppose that the assumptions of Theorcm 1 hold and that

lira z _(t) z(t) for E [to, o + T].

T (t) is outio of po,,, () yo [to, to + T].

Proof: Since the sequence {xn(t)) is equicontinuous for e [to, o + T], by (ii) of

the thesis of Theorem 1, it follows that {z,,(t)} converges uniformly to z(t) for q [to, o + T]
and that z(t) is continuous for [to, o + T]. Moreover, from theses (i) and (ii) of Theorem

(to) + =(to + 7") = o,

and using a similar argument as in [3] (see [31, the proof of Lemma 2.6.1), we obtain that

z(t) = Z(to) + / f(s,z(s))ds for e [to, o + T].
to

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Finally, we will give the following:

Example 3: Let

E: =R2, F: =Rx(-c,0]

and let zo = (z01,Zo2) be an arbitrary point belonging to F such that zo : (0,0). Moreover,

et o /0,0 nd et ,= = Zo2) (i 2, 3, .) be an arbitrary sequence belonging to the

segment [z,z0] and satisfying the conditions

and
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Choose two numbers r and such that

" >’ > !1 o- =o I! = I! =o I!.
Then

il o- o II _< II o o il <, for all = 2, 3,...

and, consequently, Assumption (A1) holds.

Let k be a real constant satisfying the condition

let o be a real constant, let TO be a positive constant and M be a constant such that M > 1.

Introduce an arbitrary function f belonging to C([to, o + To] x F, E) and satisfying the

following conditions:

(i) lira inflh-d(z+hf(t z),F)=0for(t z) E[to, to+To]xF,
h--.o +

(ii) f(to, hb): = -b -bk (31)
and

i-t_hb) i-1

f t, 0
;co

k = hk (i = 2,3,...), (32)

where e (t0, o + r] T: = min{ro, r-(1 [k I)- II Xo II
:M kl }, h > 0 and b is an element of

F such that

(iii)

II b II < / (M 1), hb e Fo and z hb
k EF\Fo (i=2,3,...),

II f(t,z)il <_ M for (t,z) E ([t0, 0 + T]x Fo)\{(to, hb)}.

()

(b)

()

(d)

Let a: = hb. Then, from the above considerations,

a E F0,
a

’ E F\Fo (i = 1,2,...),
k+lII f(to,.)II = II -b-- II = II b il M- X,

II. + Ay(to,.) "-" ( ) + !1 o,II=llhb+ =

II ; hb o h zO ;- hb
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Consequently, Assumptions (A1)-(Ar) are satisfied.

by formula (31) and (32) satisfies Assumption (AT).

Particularly, flnction f, defined

[31
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